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D1'lR ODUCT I Olf 
This thesis will discuss the financing of 
ahopptng centers, placing apecial emphasis on the shopping 
center as an over-all investment. In thia paper I will 
take the poaitian that the ahopp1Dg center ia not aa 
lucrative an investment aa was tirat t.ag1ned. In asserting 
this, I do not aean to sar that the shopping center aa a 
whole 1a a poor investment, tor, it it were ao, more or 
thea would have tailed b7 now and fewer of them would be 
under construction. However, the earl7 high profita that 
aoae individuals had made b7 the conversion of inexpensive 
paature land to the expensive uae aa a commercial propert7 
are more and more rare. The increased experience or developers, 
chain atorea and financial institution~ along with the growing 
saturation of the shopping center aa a whole,haa eliminated 
the chance of a one ahop speculation to the sate and more 
aound profit derived rrom the development itself. 
In the thesis I have gone into the hiato17 and the 
background or shopping center development in the country. 
In so.. other chapters I discuss the variou. market surve71 
and studies that must be made before the center can get ita 
approval from a financing institution. To a novice, the market 
studies umst appear irrelevant to the atud7 of financing. 
It haa been mJ experience to note that the financial institutiona 
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put as much weight to the granting of a mortgage on the 
market study itself than they do on an7 other figure. 
In the following chapters I enter into the diacuasion 
or leasing, construction financing, and permanent financing. 
M7 final chapters then discuas the shopping center as it would 
be anal7sed by a prospective investor. 
For mJ stud7 I have taken three shopping centers 
ot different sizes and proportions in----~•• different areas 
in the cotmtJ7. What are these centers worth to the new 
investor? What would t~ investor be looking for as a return 
on his investment? I hope to ans .. r these and many other 
questions in the subsequent study. 
Pinall7, I would like to say that it is very easy 
tor financing people to become over-impressed with figures. 
Pinancial institutions invar1abl7 tall into the p1ttall ot 
analJsing mere nuabers when reviewing a loan. But every 
shopping center in the country, no matter how similar, under 
careful acrutinJ is different troa any other center. A shopping 
eenter ia, after all, a caaposite ot many smaller stores whose 
character may be dissimilar. This is one reason why one tenant 
1n the center m&J prove to be a success while another may 
prove to be a failure. It is moat difficult indeed to charac-
terise the entire center on the success or the failure ot 
the tew. In tact, in moat circu..tancea, there is a weeding 
out period 1n which some ot the weaker tenants tail and get 
replaced by more substantial tenants. This change-over period 
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uauallJ takea place within the t1rat three years ot operation 
and then the tenant turnover seems to atabalize. 
II 
HISTORY AND BACKGROUJID 
The great expansion or the suburban population 
in thia country began shortly after World War II. It 
probably would have begun even before this it the depression 
ot the 1930's and the war had not intervened to stittle ita 
natural momentum. Soldiers came holll8 trom the war with the 
desire to own their own piece ot land and build or buy a home 
away trom the noise and the squalor ot city lite. The Pederal 
goTornment was ot great help in realizing this ambition, 
providing veterans with long-term mortgages that required 
no down payment. 
In addition, the end ot the war allowed the nation 
to release its resources and manpower to the production or 
automobiles instead ot planes and tanks. The decade ot the 
40•a manifested the growth or the automobile as the moat 
predominent torm ot transportation. During the depression 
years ot the 30's an automobile was considered a luxury, but 
in the latter part ot the 40's it became more or less a necessity. 
There was no longer any question as to a family owning a car; 
the decision then became whether or not to buy that second car. 
As America continued to produce more and more cars 
to put on the road, the roads became crowded and outmoded. 
State governments round that they would have to spend more 
money tor broader highways; and the Federal government stepped 
in to provide them with more funds tor this purpose. In ettect, 
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the nation waa opening up ita new frontiers with super 
highways tor the young and mobile communities rimming the 
core oit7. 
The core cit;r w1 th ita narrow and ver7 often 
cobblestone streets were simpl7 not built to carry the tremen-
doua capacity or the modern-day automobile age. Traffic 
bottlenecks occurred both day and night; and, once 1n the 
city, it became a major problem to find a place to park the 
car. 
Along with this expansion into the suburbs we 
discover the growth and development of the shopping center 
with "garden t,.pe" allure and plenty or parking area to service 
the needs or the suburbanite. Man7 or the shopping centers 
.. rely consisted of supermarkets and variet;r stores that 
featured convenience goods and in no way competed with the 
large shopping facilities of the downtown area--although there 
were other centers that began to challenge the reign of the 
core city's shopping facilities, selling such itema as expensive 
clothing, white goods and furniture). 
The beginning or this t7pe or suburban shopping 
center known as a regional center (because it draws from 
popul,tiona within 30 to ~0 minute driving range) was in our 
own state or Massachusetts in 1948 with what is known as 
Shopper• a World in Pramingham. '!'his center is located on 
the Boston-to-worcester turnpike which ia one or the moat 
heavil7 travelled highwara in Masaachuaetta. It services 
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an area in the western fringe or the core cit~, some 15 to 
20 miles awa~ from Boston. The area was then and still is 
experiencing the biggest population boom in and around Boston. 
The oenter is highlighted by a huge and oval-shaped depart-
ment store, Jordan Marsh, owned now by Allied Department 
Stores. Tagging along behind this structure are a series 
of satellite stores with an upper and lower level hidden and 
out of sight from the main highway. A sea of parking surrounds 
the center and allows for more than ample parking. 
This first venture into a regional shopping center 
became a total failure, with several developers being dragged 
into receivership over the mistakes that the pioneers had 
made. One of the many reasons which can be pointed out 
resulting 1n this failure is the ve~ poor phfs1oal layout 
of the shopping center. The Jordan Marsh store completely 
obscures the rest of the stores 1D the center. ln fact, it 
was some time before man~ of the customers realized that there 
were other stores 1n the center; and, many people just visited 
the department store and didn't bother to go 1n behind to 
the satellite stores and shop. The department store was a 
success trom the very start even though the center aa a whole 
did very poorly. 
The real estate developers lost out because their 
fortune was geared to making a success of the satellite opera-
tiona. Because the department store was of great importance 
to the developers in the beginning they could pract1call~ 
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oall their o• ahota witn tba deYelopera. '.l'he ala1.wa 
suarutee4 rental ln the lease wlth tt. clepa:rt•nt atore, 
tor exa.ple, called tor a ••1'7 low figure that barelJ' aenloecl 
tta. twldeel debt on tbe hus• btdldlq whlle tbe •peroentaae 
olauae• or 1~ or groaa 1aoos. ••• totallr uareallatlo. There-
tore, the beaYJ bvden ot Mklq the operation profitable 
1&7 on the allouldera or tba ... ller te:nanta • b.o were obaz-aed 
wltb a b.lgb rental. Sutterlag .troa a poor looatlon, hidden 
behind the •••1•• clepart•nt ••ore, JUD7 or the aatelllte 
atorea oould not •Jc• a so or their partloulaP bwalneaa. 
Ia turall7, aa theae atone tailed, the7 beo... clellllquent 
1n tbelr r..nt aDd put the ahopp1ng eente:r lnto tlnaDolal 
dlrt'loultlea. 
To uke ••tera worae, the tl:rat deYelopera ot the 
o.eoter, haYJ.nc no experla .. to tall baok on and no preoe4eat 
to tollow, poaal7 vaclePeatlukd the operating expenaea of 
tu oenter. TheJ bad been uaed to th1Dk1q 1n te'ftla ot don· 
town areu 1n which the olt7 aDd the olty taxpa)"era take oal"e 
or auoh lt ... u anow reJDOYal, CNtalcle llptlDg, and general 
oleutq ot tbe atreeta. ThQ' aoOD c.UaooYend that the coat 
of aaow HaOYal aloae re MllJ thouauda ot dollars oYer their 
ot-1g1nal b\&4cet. 
suaequentlJ', deYelopen oharge a • a enloe oharp'* 
whloh .a7 be aaaeaaed on a per aqware toot baaia which la 
auppoae4 to take care or auoh operat1Dg expenaea aa anow re.oval, 
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outside lighting or the parking lot and cleaning and main-
taining the parking lot. This Charge is levied on a monthly 
baaia and normally is sent out along with the bill for the 
rent. The developers of subsequent shopping centers had a 
,-,.~,- .. ~r:,,~~~·~·-
chance to learn from the mistakes ot this first venture into 
a large shopping center in the suburbia. 
There are examples ot many other somewhat smaller 
shopping centers that grew without the benefit or a department 
store. These shopping centers consist ot 100,000 to 1$0,000 
square teet, and they sell principally convenience goods itema 
that would customarily be found 1n a supermarket or drugstore. 
The smaller centers featured the supermarket rather than a 
department store. In tact moat ot theae centers were sponsored 
in one torm. or another by a supermarket chain. The supermarket 
chains did everything from just working along with a developer 
to developing the centers themselves. The largest owner of 
shopping centers throughout the country today is still the 
Sateway Supermarket chain. 
The smaller centers proved to be a big success at 
the beginning because they met the real basic need of a local 
suburban area. While a regional center has to draw from a 
30 minute driving range and draw from $00,000 population, 
the smaller strip center could pull from a 10 minute driving 
range and draw from $0,000 people to be successful. Moreover, 
these centers did not pretend to compete with the core city 
tor the purchasing dollar, seldom selling any heavy goods 
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like furniture and appliances. Their competition was more 
with the neighborhood centers with decrepid looking stores, 
evincing antiquated modes or merchandising and no adequate 
parking facilities. 
At the beginning the chain stores were eager to 
participate in the development of the ahopp1ng center in 
order to embark in their own expansion into the new suburban 
market. They conceded many things to the real estate promoter 
such as liberal percentage rentals, service charges and tax 
eaculator clauses. 
The basic elements or tne smaller type centers 
consisted or a supermarket, variety store and a junior depart-
ment store. Many or the more or leas successful strip centers 
subsequently brought in a department store, but now the depart-
ment store had to pay its own share or the freight. 
The most recent develop.ant in the shopping center 
field is the discount store. The discount store emerged to 
swallow up all other forma or retailing with the exception 
or the supermarket. While the variety a tor., drugstore and 
junior department store began encroaching on each other's 
market, they kept increasing the aize of their stores. The 
discount atore emerged on the acene to settle all argumenta 
by building a bigger size store and selling aost everything. 
This "under one roof" concept of merchandizing baa shattered 
the underpinning of all retailing in the country. It' a out-
come is still not clear. 
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III 
LOCATING AND FIBANCIIG OF LAND SITES 
The beginning step in the development of a 
shopping center is the obtaining of a suitable site. The 
following factors should be considered in this aelectionz 
(1) physical layout; (2) accessibility to the market; (3) 
soil conditions. 
To determine whether a site is suitable 1n land 
area and trontage for a given center, one must first decide 
the size and ahape of the buildings. For example, a medium 
sized center with 100,000 square teet should have a land area 
ot ten to twelve acres. Many of the financial institutions 
who own the mortgages on these centers will not accept any-
thing leas than a 3.5 or 4 square teet of parking tor eTeJ7 
ODe square foot of building apace. This ratio is not always 
adhered to and muat differ according to the type of center. 
A aore or leas fashionable center with stores that include 
such names as Lord & Taylor or Bonwit Teller would appeal 
to fewer, though wealthier, customers and, hence, need leas 
parking spaces. A discount houae or a supermarket would expect 
to draw aany ouatomara much more frequently than a fashion 
center, and, hence, need a m1ni.um of 4 to 1 parking ratio. 
A regional shopping center could operate nicely with a 3.5 
to 1 ratio because the building area is so large that the 
corresponding parking area can be used more efficiently. 
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ln addition to the land area, we should consider 
the frontage or a given site. It a site baa a good deal ot 
trontage,it may be more readily seen from the highway. This 
exposure can become a very important factor in the success 
ot smaller, marginal tenants. Also, the greater the front 
reet the easier it is to determine suitable access and egress. 
This can be very important on buey days and prevents the traffic 
trom becoming jamm.d up. It is also advisable to have no 
frontage on a curve or a bend that would make the accessibility 
to a cauter hasardoua. 
The importance or aite selection, proper land area 
and adequate frontage becomes eTident when we study where 
moat of the shopping centers are located. Market studies 
show that centers are located on main highways. In tact, 
they point out an interesting phenomenon: people will traTel 
ten miles to go to a shopping center even though there may 
be a similar center within two or three miles. This is why 
it is important to compute a giTen site on the basis of ita 
"isocronio" tormul&, or the traTel time involved in reaching 
any given market. For example, it may take a potential customer 
15 minutes to reach site X which is ten miles away and take 
him a good halt hour to reach site Y three miles away becauee 
the road net-work to site X is simpler and taster. 
or course, this does not mean that a site can be 
located tar away from the market it wishes to draw tromJ the 
nearer to the market the better. It a shopping center intends 
;I 
" ~I
l 
I 
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to draw from a higher income class, then it should be 
located in that part of the city which has a higher per 
capita income. Any survey of a site should include data 
as to the per capita income within a radiua of ten, and 
sometimes, fifteen miles. In addition, a survey should 
include information as to how much of the consumer's income 
is spent and on which items. A market study should also show 
where the consumer does his present shopping, pinpointing 
and listing competing shopping areas. Many ot the atudiea 
show the number ot houaing starts in the given area for the 
last five years, which indicates Wbetber it is a arowth area. 
All these factors help a prospective developer determine it 
there are vacuums in a market and which stores would best 
service these needs. 
A center that specializes in convenience goods items 
with such stores as a supermarket, drugstore, dry cleaners, 
etc., can afford to be less discriminatory than a larger center 
which sells sort goods because rich and poor are obliged to 
use and purchase food and drugs. A larger center with specialty 
shops would have to prove that tne area could support them. 
A department store would have to determine the price line 
1 t should carry. 
The present trend in shopping center development 
seems to be centered around low-cost, self-service department 
stores. Tba strip centers ot 100,000 square teet more or 
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leaa with a supermarket and amall specialty ahopa are 
finding it difficult to compete with the center which has 
a diaoount store in it. The conoensua ot opinion among 
developers ia that they would rather have the discounter 
in the center with them than with another center across the 
street. 
Once the site baa been analyzed aa to its market 
potential aa well aa ita pbJaical layout and proven aatis-
tacto~, tnen one or two basic studies should be made. Pirst, 
borings should be taken to determine suoaurtace soil conditione. 
seoondl7, a title examination should be made. If either ot 
these examinations proves unaatiatactor,r, then the site could 
not be approved. It the developer wants to take the chance 
and continue with the site, he must be tully aware of his 
contingent liability. A aite that haa a great quantity of 
ledge, tor example, ma7 prohibit bringing in utilities with-
out coatl7 blasting; a site that provea to be swamp7 would 
require the addition or piles for the construction. Pile 
work in construction can raise the costa ot a building as 
much aa two dollars a square toot. Just to show how important 
thia 1st a 200,000 aquare toot department store that can 
be built tor $1,$00,000 would coat $1,900,000 with pile work. 
(This does not take into consideration additional coats in 
paving and maintaining the parking lot which would be oonatantl7 
ainking.) In addition, underground piping auoh aa gas and 
water linea have a tendency to aink and rupture at the Joints. 
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It there is a need tor a septic tank and sewer bed, it is 
vitally important to find out if the soil conditions could 
stand up under a percolation teat. 
Needless to say, a developer must make sure that 
there is ample water supply, electric power and sewerage. 
He must include the coats or bringing in the utilities in 
h1a figures. 
~ 
LEASING THE SHOPPIBG CENTER 
When the land is chosen and sufficiently tied up, 
the developer can then proceed with his leasing operations. 
Leasing is a very intricate operation that should be lett 
to experts; however, many self-styled promoters feel that 
they can save money by doing it tnemaelves. They uaually 
wind up losing more money in the long run. At any rate, a 
developer of any shopping center of appreciable size should 
hire an attorney who is familiar with this particular phase 
ot the business to assist ht. it he decides to do the leasing 
himself. 
First, let us consider the fundamental agreement 
that can easily be spelled out in a summary sheet: (1) the 
total amount of square footage and/or description of the 
apace; (2) the amount of minimum rent; (3) the term or the 
lease; (4) the percentage rent; (~) any extra charges such 
aa service charge; (6) the responsibility ot lessor and leaaee 
spelled out in supplemental building specs. 
The store premises are usually described on the 
first page of the lease along witb the name and address of 
the lessee. The calculation of square footage is an outside 
measurement, taking the center wall to center wall. The total 
a.ount of minimum rent is spelled out at both an annual figure 
and a monthly figure, with one twelfth of the minimum rent 
due at the beginning of every month. It the monthly rent 
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is not paid by the tenth of the month, the tenant is in 
default and is subject to expulsion after having been given 
a thirty~day notice to cure the default. Normally there is 
an interest charge affixed to the overdue rent. Most leases 
in shopping centers have a life of between five to twenty 
years. The life of the lease is important to the lessor if 
the tenant is an A.A.A.\1 credit because the lessor can 
generate greater financing. (We will amplify this later in 
another chapter). Moat supermarket chains will go fifteen 
years with a few exceptions; variety stores go ten to fifteen; 
drugstores in a chain will go ten. The lessor is just as 
happy to accept the smaller specialty store for a shorter 
five-year lease because the length of the lease means practically 
nothing to him in term. of financing, and with a shorter term 
lease he has a chance to up the rent if the shopping center 
proves successful and space is in demand. 
The percentage rental is a very simple formula that 
allows the landlord to share in the profits of a successful 
merchant. This percentage rental differs with the type of 
operation. For example, a supermarket which can gross from 
one million to five million a year works on a thin mark-up 
and figures that it can only allocate 1 to 2% of ita gross 
income to rent. The average percentage rent for a supermarket 
chain is somewhere in the vicinity of 119' of gross sales. 
A specialty shop, on the other hand, which has a smaller volume 
and a higher mark-up can afford to pay a higher percentage 
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ot income to rent. Let us make an elemental calculation 
to show just how this rent is derived: suppose we postulate 
a specialty store paying a minimum rent ot $).00 per square 
toot and occupying 2,000 square teet, with a percentage rent 
of 5~. 
Yearly minimum rent ••••••••••• $6,000.00 
Gross volume end of year ••• $200,000.00 
Percentage rent ($ x $200,000 equals $ 10,000.00 
Percentage rent ••• tlo,ooo 
Mtnimum rent...... 6,000 
Overage ••••••••• 4,000 
fn this particular case the landlord would get an 
excess rental of $4,000 which is called oTerage or overide. 
Naturally, if the gross income and the percentage do not 
multiply up to $6,ooo, just the minimum rent is paid. The 
baee rent. !a $6,000 and can neYer go under this. 
Calculating the amount of percentage rent that each 
and every store can pay 1n the variety of shopping centers 
throughout the country e~n get very involved. However, it 
has now almost become an exact soience and its averages are 
spelled out in various real estate manuals. In tact, now 
that set percentage formulas have become rigid it becomes 
increasingly d1tt1cult tor any one developer to make any real 
areat coup. 
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The term of the lease can be a very important 
factor for the developer both, initially, as an aid to 
financing and, later, if he intends to aver sell the property. 
Time flys, as the Latin's say, and by the time the center 
begins to do some business the leases are up. The national 
chain stores prefer to make shorter term leases with options. 
It the center does not live up to expectations, they can then 
have the right to bow out. The financial institutions, how-
ever, control this element in lease negotiations, as they 
do so many other provisions, and usually insist on a minimum 
of 15 year leases before they will consider a long-term mortgage. 
Most leases include an area maintenance clause. 
The assessment on the tenant may range any•here from ten to 
fifteen cents per square foot. The billing is made monthly 
with the rent. This service nnarge is levied on the tenant 
to aid the developer 1n paying tor the cleaning and lighting 
of the parking lot, snow removal, and in some oases, policing 
of the parking lot. OVer the years there has been a running 
battle between various pundits as to the methods of assessment. 
The three methods most commonly used are (l) per square foot 
basis; (2) per front foot basis; (3) a certain percentage 
of the gross volume. At any rate, the tenants customarily 
agree to pay something for area maintenance. When the big 
chain atores find they can bargain witn a developer, they 
refuse to pay this charge with the reasoning that the rent 
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should include the operational coats of the center. Some 
ot the chains will pay the charge but insist that a ceiling 
also be put on the total amount ot money spent yearly tor 
service charges. Another important consideration in a 
shopping center lease is the tax clause. A tax esculator 
clauae establishes a base year, normally, the second year, 
then specifies that any increase in taxes that may come from 
either an increase in the city tax rate or from increase in 
property assessment be paid by the tenants on a pro rate basis. 
The big increase in the taxea of the suburban 
communities OYer the past few years has made the tax esculator 
clauae all the more important. Because the payment of taxes 
takes precedent over funded debt payments, the mortgage insti-
tutions very often insist that a suitable tax provision be 
, 
inserted in the lease. A recent study or receipts and expenses 
made by Urban Land Institute, "The Dollars and Cents of Shopping 
Centers" shows that real estate taxea are 42 per cent of the 
total operating expenses. 
It the increase in taxes were assessed among the 
many tenants of the shopping .center, the burden would not be 
as great aa it would be on a given developer who would be 
faced with this increased cost year after year. Here again 
the national chain stores tight this provision. Many or them 
refuse to pay any part ot a tax increase. They use the argument 
that the recent tax increases merely reflect the country's 
inflationary spiral and that they are already contributing more 
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income than they should in "false profits". The theory behind 
the tax esculator clause was to enable the landlord to peg 
his real estate tax cost so that his operating expenses would 
be 1n line with a fixed income. This theory does not quite 
ring true when we consider the percentage rent. If there 
is an inflationary spiral, then the prices in the stores will 
rise, and gross volumes will increase the chances of the tenants 
to pay overages because the percentage rent is a fixed per 
cent of gross volume. If the Chain stores do agree to include 
a tax esculator clause in their lease, they insist that this 
charge come out of any possible percentage rent. 
The insertion of an area maintenance clause and 
a tax eaculator clause merely gives added protection to a 
prospective developer who can only rely on the guaranteed 
minimum rent. His entire financing is based on only the minimum 
rents. Ordinarily, even a fairly successful center does not 
start paying overages for three to four years. If the center 
proves to be marginal, the landlord must protect him.self with 
these adequate safeguards or he can very easily find himself 
in financial distress. 
Besides these safeguards in the lease, the developer 
muat protect himself from Acts of God, fire, and eminent domain 
takings. Most tenants insist that their lease becomes null 
and void if a certain percentage of their premises are destroyed 
by fire or government takings. These clauses can get very 
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tricky. For example, the state may take a portion of the 
parking lot to increase a public highway, thus destroying 
the number of parking spaces called for under the lease 
provisions. In this case, the landlord would be in default 
and the tenant would be able to release himself of the lease 
if he so desired. If there is a tire on the premises that 
destroys more than 30 to $0 percent of the store, the tenant 
has a right to cancel out of his lease if the store is not 
restored to him within a matter of 60 to 90 days. 
There are some other items 1n the lease that are 
important and should be considered; namely, the use of premises 
clause. In most shopping centers, the developer, must give 
their tenants non-competitive clauses. In recent years this 
has become a very difficult proposition because the trend 
has been to sell under one roof as many related goods as possible. 
The variety store and the junior department store have become 
indistinguishable, while the discount store sells any itema 
they- both may carry. All the small specialty stcr es in shopping 
centers are experiencing competition from one major store 
or another. For example, a separate and distinct Fanny Farmer 
store may find that candy is being sold at the supermarket, 
drugstore, card shop, variety store and department store. 
The supermarket of today is even selling goods that are normally 
sold in a hardware store or a clothing store. Amusingly enough, 
discount store owners complain most bitterly about the competition 
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that the7 are getting troa aupeN&rket chains. .hidentl7, 
these are the stores that the7 tear the aost. 
The average developer oan realisticall7 otter a 
teD&Bt very little protection from the competition of the 
larger atorea. In effect. the oD17 result thus tar haa been 
that, 1n a convenience center, the developer can give an 
exclusive to certain specialt7 stares that bar other speoialt7 
stores that sell similar goods. The developer cannot and/or 
will not place a bar on a department store. In regional 
centers very tew exclusives are ottered to &nJ' stores except 
poasibl7 bar-.r shops. etc. Because the ver7 nature or the 
regional center is to have as a&nJ' stores aa possible selling 
a great variety' or •rohandiae all in one location. In 
sWIIIDAtion. exclusive clauses have become rather outdated and 
their uaetulnesa somewhat questioned. Competition. it seems, 
is good tor business. 
At the end or ever., lease we invariabl7 find building 
apecitioations that apell out exaotl7 the items to be furnished 
b7 the landlord and those i tema which are to be tu.rniahed 
by the tenant. Paradoxically enough, this item which appears 
at the end of the lease or even in a separate appendix page 
actuall7 determines the deal. U a landlord provides a building 
that costa hta $8 per toot and derivea a rent or $) per square 
root. he haa made a better deal than deriving a rent or $4 
per aquare toot tor a building that coats 12 to 15 dollars 
per square toot. 
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The set :t'ormula tor a smaller store in a suburban 
shopping center ia thia: the landlord provides the tenant 
with a finished store 1n hia sales area; this inoludea painted 
sheet rook alls, normal part1t1ona, accouatic ce111nga, and 
asphalt tile floors. The aalea area ia somewhat loosely 
defined, but is considered to be an,where between 60 to 70 
percent at' the premiaes. The r ... ining portion of the premiaee 
ia canatrued to be storage apace and may consiet or exposed 
ceilings and untiniehed walls. The landlord furnishes the 
tenant with toilet tacilitiea, tor the employeea, and any 
other toilet facility must be put in or paid tor by the tenant. 
The water line is brought into the building and stops at the 
toilet. It the tenant wishes to bring it up 1n order to 
connect to a :t'ounta1n or to arqthing else 1n the front part 
or the ato:N, he does so at hie own expense. Similarly, the 
electricity is brougnt to a bax at tbe end or the store. 
It the tenant wiahea to bring up tbe electrioi~ to service 
any appliance, he does so at bia own expense. The tenant 
ia provided, however, with a certain nuaber of outlets. (Usually 
one outlet tor every 10 square teet of space.) The landlord 
allo provides the outlets 1n the ceiling for the oYerhead 
lights that are bought tor and inatalled by the tenant. Finally, 
the tenant is proYided with ~ store front that ia in conformity 
with the reat of the center, containing a certain amount of 
per square teet of glass area and frame containing a door. 
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The heat !a always paid tor by the individual tenant 
who !a responsible to the gas company alone. The landlord 
merely provides for the installation or the heating unit. 
In moat centers the heating unite are suspended trom the 
ceiling. It there ia 8.l'Q' duct work involved, the cost usually 
falls on the tenant unless he can make some deal with the 
landlord. Any air conditioning !a paid tor and installed 
by the tenant • 
In the building end as 1n every other end or the 
~ase provision, everything boils down to bargaining. The 
smaller and leas t1nanc1ally reliable tenant has a lesser 
degree of bargaining power than a national chain outfit. 
Jlth a tew minor aod1f1cat1ona, he signa the landlord's lease 
that contains the bui~ding specs listed a~ove. However, the 
landlord, in turn, must accept the lease which !a provided 
by the major chain stores, and Which ia referred to as "the 
tenant's lease". It there are an7 changes in this lease, 
it must be done b7 the landlord with the approval ot the tenant. 
The chain stores take full advantage or their bar-
gain1D.g power. Their atorea may coat aa much as two or three 
tt.ea that or a smaller tenant while the7 pay much leas rent 
per aq,uare toot. The national stores get what ia known as 
a turnkey job; that is, the landlord provides them with every-
thing, interior partitions, lights, air conditioning, etc., 
and all that they have to do is turn the key and open tor 
business. 
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If the landlord haa an exceptional center that the national 
chains are anx1oua to get into, then they may bend a little. 
All of the lease negotiations come trom hard and tough 
bargaining. The succesa or failure of the center is often-
times ach1eYed eYen before the ahovel enters the ground to 
begin construction. 
v 
CONSTRUCTION PINANCIBG 
Moat lending inatitutiona prefer to loan on 
permanent financing because it arrorda them better security. 
Th8 permanent mortgagee has control or the land. building. 
tenant's leases. and the credit or the borrowing compan7. 
The construction lender. on the other hand. haa no building 
for hia security; and. in consequence. no leases because the 
leases depend on the completion or the building. In effect. 
the only security that the construction lender can look to 
ia the land. In addition, to the skimpy security, the lending 
institution runs the additional risk of mechanic's lien that 
could embroil that lender in legal entanglements. 
Because ot these risks, the first question that 
a construction lender asks is "Who is going to bail ua out?". 
Thia bail-out comes in the form or a permanent commitment 
of a long-term mortgage. Ita presence assures the interim 
lender of the value and security or ita own loan. Moat 
developers do not even attempt to approach a construction 
lender until they have some sort or binding commitment from 
a permanent mortgagee. 
In addition to the permanent co~tment you must 
convince the lending institution of completion. In this regard 
they may ask the developer for a completion or a performance 
bond beaidea personal endorsements from the principals or 
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the development during the construction period. In some rare 
instances they may waive the bond if they are satisfied with 
the background and financial stability of the contractor; 
but more often than not, they require a combination of both 
completion bonds and personal endorsements. 
Besides the question of completion, there is the 
Yery real problem of mechanic's liens. In some states, namely, 
Virginia, priority is given to mechanics to file liens before 
any other encumbrance except real estate taxes. The construction 
lender must place his construction mortgage on record prior 
to the starting of any construction and/or staking out and 
clearing of the ground. It is wise ot the developer to take 
a picture of the grounds and obtain affidavits proYing that 
nothing has started. This givea the construction lender the 
aasurancea of top priority in the matter of liens. 
The developer usually draws up a mortgage request 
and gathers up the following information before seeing a 
prospective lender: financial statements of the borrower 
or borrowing company showing its aaaets and liabilities on 
an as is and a pro forma baaia; financial statements of the 
contractor and major subcontractors doing the job; set of 
plana, working drawings and specs; a breakdown of the coats 
of construction; evidence of equity; a copy of the construction 
contract with a proposed payment schedule; finally, a report 
of title to expedite and facilitate the legal matters. In 
addition to all these, once the lender gives his tentative 
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approval, his lawyers must peruse the leases very carefully. 
or the four principal sources of ftxnds for construction 
financing--life insurance companies, savings banks, commercial 
banks, and individuals--the principal lender is the commercial 
bank. Most insurance companies feel that the interim financing 
does not afford the proper security nor does it have the appeal 
of a long-term mortgage. They only make such loans for the 
sake of getting the permanent loans they are very much interested 
in, for special clients such as regional centers. 
Savings and loan associations, on the other hand, 
are faced with very stringent restrictions that are placed 
on them by the State or Federal government. They are allowed 
to commit only 20 percent of their assets to commercial loans. 
If they have a large amount of money on hand, they may consider 
making a construction loan; but, then again, they usually 
lack the personnel with the know-how and the backbone to make 
such loans. 
Individuals are the moat flexible of all lenders 
since they do not have to contend themselves with any restrictive 
regulations or cantankerous loan committees. However, the 
individual is usually restricted by lack of capital and can 
not handle a job over a million dollars or more. 
The primary Job of construction mortgage financing, 
therefore, falls on the commercial banks. There are only 
a few commercial banks in the country who have the know-how 
to handlo such loans, and these few banks handle most or the 
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business. The banks are very much interested in creating 
new business developments in their areas to boost up their 
own compensating balances. Very often it is this type of 
banker who is most interested in new projects and does hia 
beat to convince the more conservative bankers from savings 
and loan associations to take tne pennanent financing. 
Most conatrution loans run tor a period of 12 to 
18 months. The going rate at the preaent time is 6%. There 
is usually a service fee that may run anywhere from 1 to 2 
percent. 
VI 
PERMANENT FIHANCIBG 
The most important phase of any real estate venture 
is permanent financing. The site may be suitable; the lea••• 
may be consumated; and the construction mortgage could be 
attainable; all in the name of futility, if no financial 
institution will put up the money to have the project built. 
One can always find some developer who will build anything 
trom a Chinese laundry to a million dollar shopping center 
in the middle of the Sahara desert, if a financial institution 
would advance him the money to do so. Somehow, many of them 
forget to take into consideration that they are responsible 
for seeing that the project is successful and that the mortgage 
is paid for the next fifteen to twenty years. 
A developer goes after permanent financing only 
after he discovers a site that is suitable and is able to 
obtain leases. If the site is exceptional or his leases consist 
or triple-A tenants affording favorable terms or both, the 
permanent financing will be more readily available. If either 
one of these factors are marginal, it would be all ths more 
difficult to obtain financing. 
Another factor influencing permanent financing is 
the general availability of money. If there is a great supply 
of money on hand, the financial institutions would be under 
great pressure to loan; if, on the other hand, the money market 
were tight, the financial institutions would not be disposed 
to making very man,. loans. 
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The practical aspects or the situation in the past 
few years have been such that the demand or money for shopping 
centers has remained high and the supply of money has been 
consistently strong. The insurance companies, in fact, that 
have had all but a virtual monopoly on the financing of 
shopping centers are finding that they are getting all kinds 
of competition from savings banks and pension trusts. In 
many instances this pressure to loan has become regrettable, 
dissolving the conservative brakes that the financial insti-
tutions had imposed on adventurous but highly impractical 
developers in the past. 
In a recent tal¥ given before the International 
Convention of Shopping Centers, Mr. Everett L. Cook. Mortgage 
Officer of T. I. and A, said that: 
"Although we are very much interested in 
continuing to finance oentera, and I believe 
that I speak for the lending institutions as 
a whole, we are becoming increasingly interested 
in greater detail of the various phases of 
shopping center development, experience, opera-
tion and vulnerability. Aa a result, we, the 
lenders, are going to be more careful in the 
analysis of these various phases when under-
writing this type of investment." 
Then he goes on to say that experience in underwriting loans 
on shopping centers has shown hi.Dl that there are many hidden 
factors that make a particular center a good loan or a bad 
loan, factors that are not shown in the original prospectus, 
such as higher tax aaseasmenta, greater maintenance and repair 
coats, and provisions for management participation in promoting 
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the center. He continues to say that overage rentals have 
not been as high as the developer prognosticated, especially 
in co~unity centers to offset rising operating costs. His 
company prefers to do business with experienced people because 
the experienced developer will promote and operate a center 
after it is built in such a fashion as to insure its success 
while a novice or a "one shot" speculator may run the center 
into the ground with poor management and neglect the center 
completely. 
In other words, the financial institutions through 
years of experience in the field have now become more sophis-
ticated lenders that are not only looking to see that the 
original leases contain appropriate clauses but also that 
the center is run properly in years to come. 
How does one go about finding permanent financing 
for a center? Let us illustrate just how an individual or 
a mortgage broker will apply to an institution. The first 
few pages in the brochure will locate the site with aerial 
photos showing density of housing and route maps showing site 
in relation to the main highways. Secondly, there will be 
some information on a market study which will show the popu-
lation within a total radius and other competing cente~. 
Thirdly, there will be an income and expense sheet. The gross 
income will conaist of the minimum rentals under lease. The 
operating expenses will consist of taxes, insurance, maintenance 
and repairs, heating and lighting, snow removal, contributions 
to promotions, and management. In addition, on a separate 
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page we normally show how the net income is applied to the 
funded debt. 
Example: 
Gross Income 
Operating Expenses 
Real Estate Tax 
Insurance 
Maintenance 
Repairs 
Snow Removal 
Heat and Light 
·promotions 
Management 
Net Income 
$4.0,000 
1$,000 
12,000 
6,000 
$,000 
4,000 
4.,000 
10,000 
$320,000 
$ 96,000 
$224,000 
Let us suppose that the developer is asking for a 
two million dollar loan at ~ for 20 years. 
Net Income 
Debt Service 
t224,000 
~112,000 
$ .$2,000 
The $.$2,000 would represent the equity return on 
the investment. This sum of money would also represent a 
"cushion" for the permanent financing. Far instance, it 
the operating expenses went skyrocketing for some reason or 
other, there would be money available to service funded debt. 
Since the first mortgage comes before any equity money, the 
first mortgage would be paid. 
One of the ti rat and fundamental rules ot mortgage 
lending 1a that the lender loan less than the full amount 
needed to complete the building. The borrower mua t represent 
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to the lender that he will raake up the difference. The amount 
of mortgage varies from deal to deal as well as from insti-
tution to institution. Some borrowers, because of their strong 
credit and good standing, can receive a higher amount on a 
given project. On shopping centers or commercial ventures 
most lending institutions, especially banks, have restrictions. 
Banks and insurance companies will very rarely lend over 7~ 
of the costs of the project. Although, as I mentioned before, 
they may stretch a point for A preferred customer. They usually 
do this by allowing the developer to inflate his actual costa 
somewhat, thereby redu~ing the amount or money the developer 
needs to get the project on the road. Then, if the developer 
becomes hard to manage, the lending institution scrutinizes 
the requisitions more carefully, applying this subtle pressure 
to bring him in line. 
On a loan, the permanent mortgages can also be the 
construction lender. This is a rather recent development 
in the financing field but it has proved to be a very good 
change. It used to be the case that the attorneys for the 
construction mortgagee would take days and days, sometimes 
amounting to months of pouring over the leases and requesting 
changes in certain provisions of the leases. In order to 
make the changes with the hardheaded anain stores, the developers 
would have to renegotiate with the real estate department, 
who then would have to refer it back to their legal department, 
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etc. If the lending institution would give both the permanent 
and the construction out, then the developer would only have 
to go through this routine once, thereby saving him a fortune 
of money in legal fees as well as a good deal of time. 
Going back to our previous exan1ple, showing a two 
million dollar loan, we see that in this case the developer 
must show that his total costs of construction were somewhere 
between 2.9 and 3 million dollars including land and building. 
By our sama example it is possible to determine the amount 
of square footage that a shopping center grossing t-320,000 
has by utilizing some national figures. Most good shopping 
centers average around ~1. 70 per squaz•e foot in minimum rents, 
so our center would have approximately 190,000 square feet. 
The land costs in this instance would not be cheap because 
we are talking of at least 600,000 square feet. Given the 
averages of costs for these centers around $12 to ~14 per 
square foot, the total figure of ~2,900,000 isn't very much 
out of line. 
But most lending institutions give smaller impor-
tance to the cost method than they do the qualified income 
approach. The qualified income approach is not as simple 
as the income approach that is used by the local tax assessor. 
The qualified method looks into the credit and character of 
the lease and assigns various values. For example, the center 
is a composite of many tenants who show in their own balance 
sheet strengthe and weaknesses that must be carefully assessed. 
Moat or the national tenants showing Triple A credit are placed 
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in the highest category; then, we have the regional or local 
chains that show Triple A credit. Thirdly, come strong 
national or local tenantR whose net worth is over a million 
dollars but for some reason or another are taken off the top 
credit list; fourthly, we have the strong local chains who 
show a good net worth for their type of business and enjoy 
good credit standing; lastly, we have the marginal tenants. 
The weaker tenants add little or nothing to the overall financing. 
Some of the financial institutions use this formula: 
they add up the total of national and Triple Al tenants and 
they apply this total to the funded debt and the taxes. The 
income from the rest of the tenants is then applied to the 
proposed operating expenses and return on the equity investment. 
For example, using our former example: 
Gross Income 
Operating Expenses 
Real Estate Tax 
Insurance 
Maintenance 
Repairs 
Snow Removal 
Heat and Light 
Promo tiona 
!~anagemen t 
Net Income 
$40,000 
1.$,000 
12,000 
6,000 
5,000 
4,000 
4,000 
10,000 
$ 96,000 
$224,000 
Let ua auppose that the developer is aaking for 
a two million dollar loan at ~ tor 20 years. 
Bet Income 
Debt service 
$224,000 
$112,000 
$ .52,000 
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They would be sura that the $172,000 plus the $40,000 or 
$212,000 of the $320,000 was made up of high credit tenants. 
This would represent in this instance a 66% of total income. 
Other institutions have a more rigid and simple 
formula based on a set 60 or 70% formula. But, at any rate, 
the important thing to remember is that a center with a gross 
of $}20,000 consisting of 50% national tenants will receive 
less financing than a center whose gross of $320,000 consists 
of 60 to 70% national tenants all other things being equal. 
Curiously enough, in man7 instances, this dependence 
. 
on credit tenants has not ~roven to be the all important factor 
once the center is up and operating. The center which has 
a good location, strong aggressive local tenants, progressive 
management, and a favorable tax picture, can prove much more 
profitable than a center composed of credit tenants. The 
credit tenants demand the most apace and pay the less rent. 
The costs of improvements are high and they are not disposed 
to paying any contributions to maintenance or promotion. 
The proper way tor a financial institution to place 
a value of a center would not be the using or any mathematical 
formulas or simple credit techniques but rather a complete 
appraisal of the center based on many factors we pointed out 
in this study: the location, the market studies, area studies, 
suitability of tenants, the standard leasa provisions, the 
tax picture for the next twenty years, the reputation of the 
promoters, etc. 
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A good loan is a fair loan. A fair loan takes 
into consideration all the factors above. It is not based 
on costs or construction. 
VII 
OPJBATIJiG THE SHOPPIB() Omr.L'ER 
Once the shopping center ia a reality it becomes 
the developer's responsibility to manage or to obtain the 
suitable management necessary to operate the center profitably. 
He muat be responsible for pay1ns the real estate taxes, and 
tha variou. encumbrances including the tirat mortgage, the 
second mortgage, it any, and all the operating expenses. 
It he has miscalculated aa to his coats, it ia hia own equity 
investment which would sutter moat. It he has miscalculated 
at too great an extent endangering the position ot the mortgagees, 
then he is exposing himself to the possibility or foreclosure. 
By tar, the largest single item in the operating 
expense, and by tar, the moat important,ia the real estate 
tax. The real estate tax or the property tax is based on 
the aaaeaaed valuation ot the property multiplied by the tax 
rate. The aaaeaament is left in the banda of the local town 
or city officials. In Massachusetts, the high property tax 
ia probably the greatest single deterent to the growth or 
buaineaa and industry in the state. Moat local tax revenue, 
including tne coats or education, oaaes from this single tax. 
The financial iutitutiona DBke very serious comparisons or 
the local and ottentimaa ask to apeak to the aaaeasora them-
selves before taking any estimated tax figures from the developer. 
Moat or the aaseasora will be very cooperative at the outset 
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being moat anxious to get the developaent started in their 
town, though they make it clear that they are not at liberty 
to aake an7 written or even oral commitment an what the 
assessment will be. 
When the time comes to pass out the tax billa, 
however, more than likely the developer finds that he baa 
greatly underestimated this coat. This expense is so impor-
tant because it may amount to an,...here from 1$ to 2~ of 
the gross income of the center. If we can consider the item 
aa an operating expense, more than often it amounts to more 
money than all the other operating expenses combined. The 
real estate tax bill, aoreover, comes before the mortgage 
liens ot the property. Koat ot the financial institution. 
set up an escrow account in the tora ot prepaid taxes and 
make the developer or manager pay it monthly along with his 
mortgage paJment. 
Just how do the tax aaaeaaora derive at an assessment 
tigure? The only answer to that ia that every board has ita 
own peculiar way ot handlir:ag it. Let us take the three moat 
common m.thods ot assessment and tnterject an example to 
explain them. 
(1) Construction costa method--many tax boards 
obtain the construction costa trom the 
building permits, etc., and take a percentage 
ot the coats, anphere trom 20 to 50%. 
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In many or the citiea and towns some sort 
of percentage or true value ia established 
for all buildings. 
(2) Square foot baaia--aimilar to the method 
above, thia method calculates tbe exact 
aquare or the center and ascribes a figure 
(more than likely 20 to 2S centa per aquare 
toot), tn.n multiplies this out to reach 
(3) Gross income approach--this method takea 
a flat 15 to 20. of the groaa income for 
a tax; to derive at a value it merely 
capitalizes the figure. For example: 
Groaa Incoae •••• tl70,000 2~ tax ia $34,000 
Another income approach ia the net income method 
which begina with the groaa inco.ae deducting the operating 
expen.ea except taxes. Then this net income ia capitalized 
at 14~ giving ~ return on investment, ~ aaortization and 
iJ1, for taxea. For example: 
Gross Income $170,000, leas $4.0,000 operating costa 
Bet Income $1)0,000, capitalised at 1~ leaves 
approxtmately $1,000,000 value 
Insurance ia another coat that can vary trom center 
to center and from region to region. MaDJ centers are not 
aa fireproof aa othera, although all the modern-day centers 
have same sort of tire alarm or tire sprinkler protection 
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under a local code. It is always good practice tor a developer 
to have hia plana and specifications gone over by the insurance 
rating bureau before the construction ot the building. With 
a few minor changes in the overall plana there may be savings 
in the rate--savings that capitalised over the period of 7ears 
m&J' result in many thousands of dollars. 
A big expense in &nJ' shopping center is the cleaning 
and maintenance. In most of the shopping centers the land-
lord is responsible tor the cleaning and the maintaining or 
the parking lot. Sometimes, the landlord becomes responsible 
tor the cleaning and repairing or the sidewalks in front or 
the stores. In acjual practice, however, the landlord hires 
a maintenance man who takes oar• or both. The center normally 
buys a sweeping machine tor $),000 to $10,000 which sucks 
in the paper and the debris in a huge bag. The maintenance 
man should alao be an overall handyman that can do anything 
trom small carpentry jobs to plugging up leaks in the plumbing. 
It is very difficult to find a man with these capabilities 
to work for leas than $100.00 per week. 
Snow removal can be a verr costly item, especiall7 
in our New England sec.tion. In so .. centers of the Iforth this 
expense is a~oat as high as the real estate tax. The manage-
.. nt or a center ~t have a contractor on hand to start snow 
removal operation. the minute it starts to snow. Sometimes 
these operations are carried way into the wee hours or the 
night. In downtown sections the coats run even higher because 
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the snow baa to be carted away by trucks. It is estimated 
that t~ costs of snow removal alone for Shopper's World in 
Praminghaa ia in the excess of $35 1 000 per year. How fortunate 
tor the developer who builds in the South and does not have 
to contend with this costly nuisance. 
Other items ot expense do not amount to much in 
the overall. In the categorr ot heat, power, and lights, 
the only item that the landlord need concern ht.self about 
is the lights. He ia responsible for maintaining lights in 
the parking lot and in all the common areas. 
The most important single factor from a financing 
standpoint is to remember that operating costa vary greatly 
depending on the region of the country in question. The 
centers in the South have the advantage of lower taxes, no 
snow removal costa, cheaper rates in electricity and huge, 
inexpensive labor supply. It is important for the financial 
analyst to recone with these coats accurately to determine 
a proper return on his invest.-nt. 
Finally, in summation, all the financial institutions 
point out that one of the most discouraging factors 1n their 
investing in shopping centers is the rising coats of operations. 
While the rents are fixed for the next twenty years or so, 
the coats are not fixed. They keep rising year by year cutting 
into the margin ot profit. 
VIII 
CASE EXAIQ'LES ABD PDfAL SUfOIATIOB 
OASB I 
Our tirat caae ia an intereating atudy in the 
1ntell1sent ut111sat1on ot a land alte. Tbia center in 
the suburban area ot Boston 11ea between two major routea. 
Although one aide ia aore ~avil7 travelled tb&D the other. 
both a14ea attord adequate trontase. 81 developins what 
normally would be dead baae .. nt apace into uaable rentable 
apace, th1a particular developer •urned what would be a low 
profit situation into a apectaeular aon•y-maker. 
You will note 1n exhibit I that the coat ot the 
120,000 aquare teet, built and rented tirat, cam. to $17.S 
per a quare toot, while the a44i t1onal 60,000 a quare teet 
coat only $S.oo per aquare teet. Thia reault atema trom 
loading all the land ooata and the heavy building e.xpenaea 
to the original 1201 000 square t .. t. It we add both theae 
ooata and average th .. out, we will arrive at a tigure ot 
$11.00 per square toot. Th1a coat 1a appreoiabl7 lower than 
the average national tlgurea tor ahopptDg center oonatruct1on. 
Another interesting note 1D the tlrat oaae 1a tlw 
low land acquisition coat. Thla aite had been a awamp-iDreate4 
JaOaqu1to bog aoned rea1dent1al with apparentl7 little value 
UDt11 the developer besan to work on bla project. The 
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develope~ r1~at took t~ propert7 in queation through sonins 
and won a toqh tiaht in a noraall7 conaenative town. lte 
argued tbat he waa tumiD& a public nuiaance into a valuable 
and taxable piece or propert7 ror tbe town. 
BXHI!IT I 
• 46-
CUB I 
180,000 aquare teet on upper and lower level center 
90,000 square teet on upper level 
90,000 aquare teet on lower level 
Bu1ld1Dg built tn two atagea 
a) 120,000 aq. tt. finished S $2,090,000 
b) 6o,ooo aq. tt. @ $ )00,000 
staae A 
Stage 8 
Lane! 
Land Iaprowe•nta 
Building Coata 
e J~,o,ooo 
2J.l.O,OOO 1.,uo.qoo 
$1,8)0,000 
Architect $ )0,000 
Engineering 40,000 
Oo..taa1oaa 50,000 
Proaot lona 4.0, 000 
P1nano1D.& cure•• _ _.1:;;.;;00--..o . o..,o .... 
$2,090,000 
• )00,000 
TOl'AL $2,)90,000 
EXHIBIT II 
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CASli I 
Operating Expenaea 
Real Eatate Tax 
Inauranoe 
Snow Reaoval 
Main'teD&Doe 
Liptlng 
Me••a-mt 
Bet Inoo• 
tso,ooo 
12,000 
8,000 
10,000 4,,ooo 
10,000 
$.)SO,OOO 
• 9\.000 
$264,000 
$1,7SO,OOO@ ~ 20 -pa. ~ 
• 6oo,ooo • 1~ •4j~:~OO 
' 7,566 
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Even thoush the land waa bought ob8ap ( $4.0, 000) 
the land developaent ooa ta weJ'e blgh ( $240, 000) • The land 
·developMnt ooata would have been even higher except that 
a new road de-velop•nt neu tbe site uaed the property to 
du.p exoeaa tlll. 
Exhibit II pointe out tJlle Profit and Loaa state-
ment at the completion or both ataaes of construction. The 
groaa 1noa.e on th1a particular center ia $)50,000, and on 
180,000 square teet it a-verages out to $1.90 per square toot. 
Theae tigurea are aubatantiallJ higher than the national 
averages which point out tnat the developer mu.t have dane 
an exceptionally good job 1n leaa1Dg. 
There ia nothift8 unusual 1n the operating cCl»ata 
except that the 1n.aUPanoe coata .... high which aay point 
out aa.. taulta in construction. 
Th1a ex&Blple ahowa that between the tirat and aeoond 
aortgase the developer could t1nanoe out oompletel'J. It 
the quality ot the a1n1mua rents were good, and the center 
pra.ed protltable, the de-veloper should tey to generate more 
t1nano1ng troa hia tlrat mortgage in order to reduce more 
expenaive aecondar)' 1'1nancing. Aa la e-vident in the 1llua-
trat1on, Exhibit II, no provlaloa baa been made to amortise 
the aeoond aortgageJ therefore, the entlre amouat 1a due at 
tba end or the tera or tu 110rtgage. At thla point the 
4eYeloper auat do either or two thlqaJ aell the oenter, or 
re-ttaaDoe ~e tirat .artaas• wn1oh would be reduced throuah 
asaortlaatlon. 
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This need ot the developer to re-finance his 
project points out the importance of the right ot prepa,..nt. 
Moat martaage lending institutions auoh •• lite insurance 
companies and aavinga banka, allow for prepay.a.ot only atter 
t1ve J•ara or more haTe elapaed. After tbis period, the 
developer normall7 baa a right to re-finance by p&Jing a 
penalt7 which rune aDJWhere troa 1 to ~ of the entire morts•&•• 
Thia prepa7Jlent clause 1a • . Y1tal point with the developer 
1n trading w1 th mortgage lending 1Jilat1 tut1ona as he endeavora 
to reduce h1a penalt7 while at1ll being able to re-finance 
at tbe earliest poaa1ble date. 
In thla particular situation, tor example, in 
which a center 1a built in atagea, the developer should be 
in a poaitlon to accelerate the amount of b1a mortgage 
according to h1a increase 1n 1nooM. However, in case one, 
the t1rat •~rtaase of $1,7SO,OOO ••• not inor.aaed after the 
completion of stage two. The deYeloper had to pa7 tor the 
increase in coats by procurring a larger second aortgage. 
This put a severe crimp in hla cash flow position because 
instead or pay1D& an 8.6 cooatant, he muat pay 12% interest 
with a ta3t write-orr. 
In aWIIII&t1on, caae one ahows an unuaually high 
tncom. situation and a low coat construction factor. The 
center could show a good prot1t marsh 1f ita tunde4 debt 
were reorganised tn a .. uaer in wbloh the tlrat mortgage 
is 1aoreaaed and tbe aeoond ao?tcaa• reduced. 
EXHIBIT I 
- so -
CASE II 
SALE AND LEASEBACK 
Coat of Oonatruct1on 
l'And • 40,000 
Bu1ld1ngs 
45,000 sq. tt. d1soount store )ti2,.$00 
20,000 sq. tt. supermarket 180,000 
Coaaias1oaa 
Pinanoe Obgs • 
M1soell ... oua 
• 602,.$00 
• 20,000 
20,000 
10.000 
• 6.$2,.$00 
EXHIBI'l II 
- $1 -
CASE II 
Groae Incoae 
Superaarket 
Diecount Store 
Operating Expenaea 
Taxee 
Snow Removal 
Inauranoe 
Funded Debt 
$14.,000 
s,ooo 1.oog 
$300 .ooo @ 1~ 
tlSO,OOO @ 8.6 content 
;3o,ooo lO.lao 
$16,100 lett to 
aen1oe equit'J 
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In our aeoond example we aee where a developer 
baa uaed hia imagination 1n a very difficult financing 
a1tu.ation. 
A certain developer bad the opportunity ot 
building a center in the tar re&101l8 ot MaiM using aa a 
nuoleua a d1acount department atore, C45,000 aq. rt.), and 
a 20,000 aq. rt. aupermarket. He intended to develop the 
nat of the center with smaller tenant• at aoae ruture date. 
Ria leaae with the aupermarket called tor a minimum 
rent or t2.10 per aquare toot or an annual rent or $42,000. 
The 4iacount department atore pa1d an aDD.llal rent ot $S6,2SO 
or $1.2$ per aquare toot. The aupeJ-Jarket bad a two million 
dollar net worth and waa atrictlJ a regiooal market. The 
company recently borrowed heavilJ from an inauranoe compan7 
to expand it1 warehouae tao111t1ea 1n order to handle many 
more atorea. The diacount department atore ••• alao a regional 
chain with a net worth or 3/4 aillion dollars which waa onlJ 
a traction or ita rather large leaae contingency. Like many 
other operation• or ita kind, it waa expanding into aa many 
new atorea aa it could tn order to keep up with the competition. 
Thia center presented vePJ difficult problema 
becauae both the supermarket and the diacount atore were 
only known regionally and both were amall in compariaon to 
like operationa in other parte or the oount17. In addition, 
due to the program or expanaion, their larse leaae contingencle• 
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left thea with uncertain credit atandiD&• The looal aaY1qa 
banka were ultra conaerYatiYe who abied away from venturea 
ot this type. Ho big financial inatitution, particularly 
insurance companiea, would venture into the tar reaohea ot 
Maine tor ao amall a loan. The deYeloper deYiaed an 1naen1oua 
plan or attack. He decided to separate tne center into two 
aeparate teea, and to finance the aupermarket and the diaoount 
atore separately. He becem. acquainted w1tn a amall inauranoe 
companr trom Connecticut, whose maxi.um loan ••• $)So,ooo. 
'l'hia waa an ideal loan for the diaoount department a tore. 
The insurance company granted bill the loan and be began 
oonatruotion immediately. 
The total coat or the building ran $8.$0 per aquare 
toot, including the cost or outaide paving and lighting. 
These costa do not include chargee tor cammiaa1ona, legal 
and finance feea. HoweYer, h1a prt.e oaata ran aa tollowaa 
45,000 aq. rt. ~ ts.so per aq. rt. 
$382,.$00 
Land coat !fB.oog 
$4.22,SOO 
Hia loan of $3SO,OOO lett b1a with a total equit7 
participation ot $72,SOO. He aade thia detiolt up thru a 
aale and leaseback ot hia next building, the aupermarket. 
Be went to an individual inYeator and proataed h1a a 1~ 
return on h1a inYeatment, including the chance tor appreciation. 
The annual rent or the auperJUrket waa $42,000. The taxea 
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and operating expenaea took $12,000 leaving him with a net 
return ot $)0,000. Re sold the building tor $300,000 in 
cash. Since the coat or buildlng the supermarket waa 
approxl•atelJ $9.00 per square toot or $180,000, he was lett 
with a protit ot $120,000 on his building. 
The developer used the $120,000 to meet a deficit 
an the departaent store. In addltlon to the $72,$00, he paid 
out coadaslona 1n the aJDOunt or $25,000 to brokers and 
financing chargee ot $20,000, ao that in the overall, he 
broke out eYen on the conatructlon or the two buildings. 
Hia ownership in the department a tore lett him with an annual 
income or $16,1~00 per year with no capital investment on his 
part. See Exhibit II, Case 2. 
The tlrat and second cases are rare examples or 
unusual profits made to the develop .. nt or shopping centers. 
In the tirat caae, the land waa bought cheap because it waa 
a awamp land. The developer was fortunate enough to obtain 
till at( a nominal coat. $Yen more important, the location 
between two routes lent 1tselt to a two-level operation. 
With a little more added to the coat or construction, the 
deYeloper could obtain twice the amount or square rootage 
and increase hla groaa income two-told.. The second caae is 
an example or extraordinary financing. One final oase, however, 
1a sore like the uaual altuatlon. 
Tbe tlnal oaae ahowa that the coa ta ot building 
a lSO,OOO square toot ahopping center runa betw .. n $11 to $12 
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per square toot. At these figures the total inYeatment would 
run close to $1,692,000. At the same time, on a total ot 
l$0,000 square teet of smaller and larger tenants, a groaa 
income ot $240,000 would be conaidered excellent. With a 
groaa income ot $240,000 the net 1noo .. would range somewhere 
in the Y1c1nit7 ot $166,ooo. (See Exhibit II). 
Even if the developer got the beat possible loan, 
and in thia case he seeu to, there ia juat $4),.$00 lett to 
aerTice equity. The return on 1nYeated capital would be 
1n tho vio1n1tr of 9 to 1~. 
S UOA T I OJf 
'l'o awa up lftT the ala, lt 1a -., contention that 
•xtraordinar,- protlta are not tbe Jl\lle but rather the exception 
in shopping center deYelopMnt. Throughout rq paper, I baTe 
endeavored to explain certain l~ortant procedures 1n thia 
deYelop..at buaineaaJ but, at tbe .... time, to point out 
tne maD7 pitfalls. ~ our tirst chapters deacrlbtng the 
hiatorr and tba background ot the shopping centers, we aee 
oaaes in which deYelopera were hurt tbrougn inexperience. 
Then, there waa a aeoond stage 1n which the chain atorea, 
who wa11ted aoat desperately to expand, provided the deYeloper 
with better leaaea and a chanoe to .ate moner. Bow, howeYer, 
with a great deal ot experience under their belts, nel~her 
tba obaln atorea nor tbe mortgage lenders will allow protlta 
to set out ot hand. SoJU or our chapters have delt with market 
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studiea which are all the more iapol"tant at the present tiu 
with the aatu~ation ot shopping centers. The developer haa 
to p:rove that a need to~ the cent•~ really eziats, both to 
the cba1Da and to the aortgage 1natitut1ona. We have tried 
to point out in our chapte~a on leaa1ng bow difficult 1t now 
1a to obta1D certain concessione troa tbe chain stores. The 
chain a to res, while 1ncreaa1ng their own Nqu1rementa tor 
conatruction, retuae to pay high •1nimwa rents and attempt 
'o reduce or eliminate any percentage or profits trom going 
to tbe landlord. At the aame time tbey are skillfully avoiding 
the paying or a1'17 increased ca.ta ot the operation ot the 
center. 
OUr chapters on construction and pe:rmanent financing 
ahow how difficult it is tor a novice to enter into the 
shopping center buainess. The aortgage lenders are becoming 
more wa~ ot shopping center financing, mainly because shopping 
centers are paying for increased operating coats with fixed 
~1aua rents. Aa operating expenaea increase, the profit 
margin ia being aqueesed. DYeragea have tailed to materialise 
clue to increased competition from other ahopping centers. 
OUr chapter on operating the center pointe out 
aoae or the •in tactora oaua1ng the 1ncreaaed erpenaea. 
By tar, the aoat important single raotor ia the real estate 
tax asaeaament. 
Wot to be overly peaataiatlo, our caae atud1ea do 
ahow two exaaplea ot t1nanc1ng ahoppins oentera that prove 
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to be extremely profitable; however, these are the exceptions. 
The usual case, as shown in the third case, points out that 
the return on one's investment in the shopping center busineaa 
today ta no more than 9 or 1~ on invested capital and, aa 
the coeta or operating the center are increased, this return 
may be leas in the future. 
bJCH IB I'l' I 
CASE III 
150,000 square toot oenter 
Land Coat ••••••••••••••• (l2 acres) $ 120,000 
Building •••••••••••••••• 
TO'fAL 
Arohiteot•a Pee 
Comm.iasiona 
Legal 
Promotions 
TorAL 
1,soo,ooo 
$1,620,000 
,30,000 
20,000 
s,ooo 
17,000 
$1,692,000 
CASE III 
EXHIBrt' II 
Groaa Income 
Operattng Expenaea 
Real gatate Taxea $ 41,000 
Inaurance S,OOO 
Snow Reaoval 6,ooo 
Maintenance & repa1ra 9,000 
outside L1ghta 3,000 
Manage~Dant 10,000 
Net Income 
Punded Deb~ 
1,250,000 .J, 9· C~natant 
$240,000 
14,000 
$.166,000 
f;ll2,500 
$ 43,500 (to service 
equ!t7) 
B.IBL.IOGRA.P!IJ 
PriMa SOJ£9! 
Moat or the material in tb!a tbea1a oomea rr~m the 
author• a Olm experlance tn the shopp1nt; center development 
t1el4. He 1a the General t14anapr of a t1ra that owna 
and operates five major ah~pping oentera and has parti-
cipated in tho deYelopment ot 1a0at or the them. The 
caae material C~m$s fro4 actual aources which ~uat 1~ma1n 
cont1dential. 
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